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WORLD CHEERS VICTORY
IN EUROPEAN THEATRENAZI REICH CRUMBLES

\MKiy

-US. LOOKS TO PACIFIC
AS ALLIES PREPARE TO
PUSH TO JAP ISLANDS

College of the Pacific, Stockton Junior College, Stockton, California

Pacificites Hear McLeish, Hughes and Abbe
S. F. Press Club Presents Radio
Newsmen At Sunday Conference

By ART CARFAGNI

College of the Pacific was represented at the Junior Press Con
Finally, although
definitely
ference last Sunday by Earlene Waters, editor of the Pacific Weekly,
anti-climax, the war ended in Eur
and Mary Flaa, society editor. The conference is held at the San
ope, with the unconditional sur
Francisco Press Club each Sunday during the San Francisco Security
render by the German Govern
Conference, to give students from the Senior High Schools, Junior
ment.
Colleges, Colleges, and Universities of California an opportunity to
FALSE
meet high officials of press, radio, and Conference Delegations.
It seems that many of the great
The Conference is held in the form of a luncheon, which is presented
announcements of this and the
I in the manner of the traditional Press Club "Gang Dinners."
last war were preceded by false
• Chairman of the day was Mr.
reports. We have three good ex
n c a rr V f ' T l f \ A ]
John Lund, prominent member
amples, which follow:
.J./l, LLLL J iL/i\
J0f |fle |>r,.ss club, who explained
UNITED PRESS
"kUHPHr IT FD PTJJ? to the gathered college journalists,
On November 7, 1918, a United
JCnCI/ULLLTL/A
the tractions of the Press Club
Press flash announced that the
M F V T Tt-IT
J'V an<l introduced the speakers durImperial German Government
1 1 nUAJD/l I ing (he lunt.heon and during the
had signed an armistice with the Pictured above is Dr. T. Z. Koo, surrounded by admiring C.O.P.
Election of P.S.A. officers for remainder
the afternoon.
allies. This touched off a big students.
burin« ,he meal- Mr *fnd in"
the
year
are
to
be
hel.l
Thursday.
celebration all over the allied
May 17th. Offices to be filled are: ,roduced Joc K°senthal, the war
world, but soon a "kill" came ov
president, vice-president, secre- correspondent photographer who
er and the public had to wait four
tary, treasurer, veil leader, five ,ook ,he wor,d famous P,clure
more days for the "real thing."
members at large of the execo-l0
™i»in« of the American
D-DAY?
live committee and five members fl"*' a"c' ">« capture of the
Another instance of a false re
1
d 0
° J,ma.
Pleading for international fel-, going back to the old war-causing on the publication committee.
port was last June 3, when an in
Nominations will be open through
Also during the luncheon, the
experienced teletype
operator lowship in the future peace, and i P°licy of colony-grabbing.
five o'clock on Monday and names group was privileged to hear As,
.
.
»
Fourth,
the
factor
of
military
sent out the announcement that drawing
. '
,
. .. .' should be submitted to the In- sistant Secretary of State, Archcs a clear background pican invasion of Western France ture of -the San Francisco Con | force in the world organization is formallon Office in care of the Laid McLeish. Dr. McLeish gave
important.
The
peace
drafters
in
had begun. Later this was de
ference, Dr. T. Z. Koo, official ad San Francisdo don't know if this P„S.A. Presentation of nominees « very encouraging statement as
nied by the allied GHQ, but only
the relations between the Univisor to the Chinese delegation to power will be absolute or partial. will take place Tuesday, May 17th
after much excitement, so much
San Francisco, spoke to an in
Ending his speech with stress and voting will be held at the led States and Kussia, and gave
in fact, that the actual invasion
tensely interested assembly au on the importance of human un PSA both from eight to five on assurance of the successful outcame as an anti-climax.
come of the San Francisco Condience
last Tuesday. In Chinese derstanding and fellowship, it Thursday.
VE-DAY
All candidates must have satis- fcrcncc. Mr. McLeish then read
dress, courteous, quite-voiced and was obvious that Dr. Koo had
Then, on April 28, the false AP
charming, he gave much worth seen a stark lack of those ele fied all entrance requirements one of his poems, "The Dead
armistice rumor caused much Joy
while information concerning the ments in his years of entei nment before their induction into office Soldiers Speak" to the appreciamaking in some cities, and promp
in occupied China. Before play and shall have at least a "C" t«ve audience. A short question
conference.
ted some papers to come out with
\ period followed his talk.
ing his bamboo flute for the en average.
Commenting that V-E Day
their largest headline type. After
Af,er ,he >«"*heon, Mr. Lund
tertainment of the audience, he
A majority of all votes cast are
100 minutes of joy, the public brought the work in San Francis
,urncd
,hc meel,n" ovf ,0,Tom
(Continued on page 7)
necessary tot election to the of-1
co into sharp relief, he emphati
learned that this was not true.
fices of president, vice-president, Fos,er- who 15 Passed to "know
Finally, on Monday morning, cally said that the conference was
secretary, treasurer, and yell lead-1™°" radio P"*1* mt.mately than
not being held to decide specific PACIFIC CAMPUS
(Continued on page 3)
er. Members at large of the Execu- al,y other **non ,n *hd United
particular questions, such as that
live Committee and Publications S,a,es" Mr- Fos,*r thcn ln'r0"
of Poland, but to write a charter DAY TO BE HELD
Committce
receiving the highest j durcd
turn the outs and.ng
New Show, f Pride & for a world peace organization.
number
of
votes
on the first bal- men who are connected with
NEXT
SATURDAY
He asked that four things be kept
lot shall become members of the news-broadcasting and journalism
Prejudice' Given
in mind when attempting to un
(Continued on page 3)
The finishing touches are being respective committees.
derstand the functioning of the
put
on
the
"Campus
Day"
to
be
May 18 By P.L.T.
Due to the paper shortage cer
conference. First, that the world
organization must be drawn from held on May 19. The full day tain restriction on the number Pacific Is Locale
Despite curtailed
rehearsal
seventy-odd nations, and the suc starts at 9:30 in the morning with and size of posters has been im
For High School
time, preparation of the newest
cess of it depends on the amount everyone gathering on the prac posed by the Executive Committee
Pacific Little Theatre production,
tice
field
where
the
group
will
be
and any infringement of these
of national sovereignty each na
Speech Contest
Jane Austin's "Pride and Preju
to play any of the var- rules will be acted upon.
tion is willing to give up and con disbanded
ious games as Softball, volleyball,
dice," is proceeding smoothly.
HlusCandidates for president are Students from eleven Northern
tribute to the organization.
The difficulties inevitably arising trating this point he drew an basketball, tennis, badminton, etc. allowed a total of twelve posters California secondary schools con
in the handling of such a large amusing analogy between the Throughout the morning there not to exceed thirty-six by forty- tested for honors at the seventh
cast (twenty six) slowly iron
world organization to be con will be skits given by the four eight inches. Only presidential annual state high school speech
themselves out (ably abetted by structed and an egg omelette to classes on the field. Play clothes nominees are permitted to have tournament held on the College
DeMarcus Brown's smooth direct be made, deploring the possibility should be worn by both students photographs on the posters.
of Pacific campus last week-end.
ing) and the play begins to take of each nation saying, "I will go and faculty.
Posters for vice-president, sec- Ninety-three speakers competed
form as such.
retary and treasurer may exceed in the individual events Friday,
into the omelette, but my shell
Hampered by the necessity of must not be broken," or "I will LUNCHEON
twelve in number or eighteen b> May 4th. while Saturday twentyAt
noon
chow
will
be
"put
three different sets, Marc has permit my shell to be cracked
away." It had been hoped that twenty-four inches in size. Six three debate teams vied,
made use of an old theatre trick:
Trophies were awarded to Sanonly a tiny bit!"
all could be served outside, but posters, eighteen by twenty-four
Using one basic set, he manages,
are
permitted
to
the
candidates
ta
Rosa High School for taking
Secondly, Dr. Koo stated that i those regular eaters at the dining
with the aid of different furniture,
for the Executive and Publics- the sweepstakes tn the Individual
the
world
court
to
be
formed
must
i
hall
and
the
navy
will
be
allowed
lighting technique, and trans
lions Committee, and the office Events competition and to the
formed doors and windows, to be an integral part of the whole the hot dogs, potato salad, ice of yell leader. NO posters may winning debate team from Modescream,
and
cold
drinks
that
will
be
organization,
with
all
the
interna
create the necessary illusion of
appear on campus before Satur- to High School, composed of Jade
tional quarrels brought to it. prepared. Those from off-cam
temporal and spatial change.
day morning.
Jones and Robert Beard.
pus
and
sororities
will
bring
their
Peaceful
methods
of
settlement
The delightful comedy of Nine
Other winners of the tournateenth Century Man-Hunting Tac will be used, when possible, in own lunch.
Mr. Frank Mayo, prominent ment were Radio speaking, won
It
would
be
nice
if
each
living
tics will go on its first Safari one preference to force. Third, the
group could gegt together and architect In Stockton will speak by Brad Cohn of Santa Rosa
week from today, on March 18th. question -of what to do with the
make up a picnic lunch. All will to the students of Engineering High: Extempore Speaking. Robcolonies
must
be
settled
carefully,
Girls will want to come to com
eat on the practice field. There Drawing next Thursday. May ert Splegelman of Lowell High
pare techniques, perhaps; fellows using the most desirable policy
will be no chairs and tables so 17th at 10:30 in room 307 of the School of San FrancLsco: Humorfor a totally different reason. See of trusteeship, the secondly desir
Administation Building.
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 7)
able mandate system, or simply
you there!

T. Z. Koo Discusses UNICO,
Pleads for International Fellowship

•
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ENTERTAINERS

Black Faced Hepcats Entertain
G.I.'s At Pittsburg, Modesto

With a rip snort and a bang, ivories, Frank Beasly, master of
the College of Pacific black faced the licorice stick, Marylin Burger
hepcats received a tremendous as the real hot bass player and
ovation from the combined audi Frank (call me Krupa) Robinson
ences of Camp Stoneman in Pitts on the skins.
Featured on the vocals were
burg and Hammond General Hos
pital at Modesto. Traveling to Patty Lou Peters, the one and
Camp Stoneman on Sunday eve only smooth chick, Nancy DemBy "POP" COLEMAN
ning, the strictly jivey performers ing, the red hot mama, and Pete
No swab—
were applauded time after time Davanis, the hot boy with the
Accentuate the Positive cords. The
No scrubfor their over-abundant talent.
Just holler—'n
Ted Golling, who acted as mas dancing team of Starr, Coutts,
Raise hub—
ter of ceremonies and also busi and Le Val were very sensa
"The Field Day!"
ness manager of the show, re tional in their renditions of the
Come on guys! Get behind the
ceived many fine complements on Conga and the Boogie Woogie
"Deacon" and help advertise!
beat. The special artist, Hampton
the performance.
It's big, it's noisy! It's good for
The following Monday the hep Ford, gave out with his rendition
the stomach! It's got music,
cats again donned their black face of the hot and cold Boogie Woogie
skits, laughs, gals 'n guys. It's
routine for the boys at Hammond beats while Elton and Tiny joined
the Field Day of 19th of May!
General Hospital at Modesto. in with him all at the same time.
This pictured group of talented Pacific students, has been entertain
Again and again the show was
These kids are to be highly
GEEDUNKS TO:
ing at army hospitals.
applauded and again and again recommended for the fine work
those Pacificites devoting their
the kids played their hot Boogie that they did in helping entertain
time and energy towards making
them, out pours white, yolk, and
tunes until they were so exhaust the fella's in camp. In the future,
the Pacific Peace Parliament a
sometimes even a baby chick.
ed that they could not go on any Manager Ted Golling hopes to
success.
secure other shows throughout
By ART CARFAGNI
further.
MAIN DECK MATES:
OVATION
The hep cat kids consist of Tiny the vicinity. By doing this Ted be
Section V has "Half-Hitcli" ZeoYou go back and plead for some
Note: the following is based on
Hall and his hot trumpet, Elton lieves that we can show other
Ii and "I'm Nothing" Mattson.
fact. "Situated ideally" between real hard boiled eggs, and this
people what swell opportunities
Tell us about the fleas, Nufer.
several
slices
of
burned
toast
and
time
the
high
command
comes
up
gives French toast—which swam there are at Pacific and aslo show
MacDonald returns from liberty i
the fella's that we are with them
with a 4x4 hole in the seat of his a pan full of sticky hot cereal is with what they call quite hard, all the way from Paris.
all the way.
pants and claims that he didn't the egg section of that infamous their specialty, ossified ova.
These petrified pellets have the OH MY BOBBIE
know it was there.
instigator of indigestion, the Din
More Duffinews: Bob Duffin,
consistency of a worn out tennis
Parsons has finished his 6erstwhile
rabid Romeo has had an
ing Hall. Here in this region re ball, and save for the lack of fuzz,
month preparatory course.
side the microscopic ova which although this too is sometimes other sentence tacked on to the
McVicker and Don Miller, subwe eat, or drink, for breakfast. present, you could have a fast set original, so that he will now be
tley, crash Freshman Hall party.
Pi Kappa Lambda, Delta Ch;,,
hugging the barracks until June
(It has been said by some hens with them.
2nd DECK: BARNACLES,
ter of the National Honorary Mu
(Wilde)
1.
Said
the
ex
"scourge
that eggs used here have been
of Pacific" (in his best accent), sic Society has chosen three new
PRE-MEDS, & MISC.
classified 4F—unfit for all except TOAST?
"I
sho duz wunto get out." We members for the spring semester
Is "Bull" Durham majoring in military duty.
But this can't go on, you are
from C.O.P. They are Earl P.
P. E.? Make with the crab-walk,
hungry, and already are looking sympathize with Herr Duffin, aricfc
Oliver, voice instructor on the
YOLK BATH
quote
for
him
a
line
from
that
Andy!
like a person recently released
Phyliss
According to latest theories on from Buchenwald, so you swallow popular song "Harvest Moon" conservatory faculty;
There is the deck where Chief
Magnussen,
senior
of
Stockton;
the
subject,
eggs
are
born
soft,
which
goes
"I
ain't
had
no
lovin'
"Explosive Punch" Rengel lives.
your pride and your egg (the
And then there's the guy who and unless well boiled, die soft. pride tastes better) and leave hap since January, February, and and Marion Wichert, junior of
Sacramento.
gets his roomie to do his laundry, Suppose though, that you desire py in the thot thaj; tomorrow it none till June or July."
hard eggs one day. You advance
eh, King?
Mothorn of Section n has a up the chow line and reach for
spare billet at the So. entrance to two eggs in the pan. However,
you are fooled, because instead of
Weber Hall.
Neson of El Cerrito sells J. S. being had as thot, they are still
liquified. As you spill yellow all
Miller on No. California.
Kluth and Carfagni in their over you, a lush chow hall maiden
screams out, "hah, the yolk's on
new camouflage suits.
Ask Thompson and Grant to de you." You then silence her with
fine the old Naval term, earbang- a barrage of puffed wheat, es
pecially carried for the occasion.
ers.
You take two more "hard" eggs,
G-33's! C-ll's! POPSICKLES!
For an adventure in inter-cam if you can get past the batwomen,
pus foreign trade, buy something but once again when you crack
from "4-BeIl Charlie," the ice
cream vendor.
BUM DOPE:
Red Dog and his buddies have
been down at the "Plaza" since
We Employ
Monday celebrating V-E Day.
Capable Watchmakers
We have the largest and
5v
most up to date jewelry
store in town. We do all
kinds of watch and ring re
LUNCHES — DINNERS
pairing also diamond re
setting and CUTTING. Why
-Pies Ready to Take Home—
not surprise yourself and
One and two-piece suits in gay prints and stripes
2813 Pacific Avenue
pay us a visit? We carry a
large stock of diamonds,
.Eye catching styles in the smartest of cotton
watches and jewelry. Our
fabrics, seersucker and pique. Just the thing for
prices are the lowest and
sunning or swimming.
our
terms
to
suit
you.
Phone 3-1782
"Stockton's First and
Only Diamond Cutters"
Photography
By Harry Lovett
"CREDIT JEWELERS"
214 S. San Joaquin
124 E. Main St.,
Stockton

POST MORTEM

Three New Members
Chosen By Pi Kappa

Open Evenings
'til 10

SON and SURF SUITS

Chicken Pie Shop

LOVETT STUDIO

Summer
Coolers!

PESCE & CO.

5.95 to 7.95

YOLLAND ICE & FUEL CO.
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT

LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.
Stockton

« UUWUVW
« «««-«;
*****
-*
— —
—
Association. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post
Office, Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Accept
ance lor mailing crt special rate of postage provided lor in Section 103,
Or-obcr ° 19!? etherized October 24, 1924

SMITH SLANO.
JZuifnaguur

22Aa/u. 5-5 8 51

our
UICIO
Over Tee Kay way we hear that clflc Area. He also received ine mn
Medal for over 500 hours of flying Vocal solos—Prof. Oliver, K
a dance is in the air for Saturday
time, as a watst gunner and flight | Candlcss
night. Well, have a good time kids,
aboard a Liberator
Flufav-Wynne Honnal
hope you don't get lost on the hunt!

gc
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Conference Delegates Interviewed s-FCLUB
3y CO.Pe Weekly Representatives (Continued from page 1)
While in San Francisco last
Sunday attending the S. F. Press
Club junior Press Conference
held in connection with the World
Security Conference, Mary Flaa
and Earlene Waters conducted
several interviews with foreign
press delegations.
PHILIPPINES: Leonides L. Videlegation, explained the propos
ed amendments to the Security
Conference submitted by his dele
gation. They suggest that 4/5 of
the 5 permanent members and 5
of the 6 nonpermanent members
of the Security Council should be
a sufficient committee in the In
ternational organization to cause
action in case of any breach of
peace upon the part of any coun
try.
The second amendment states
that the General assembly should
be clothed with the power to inact and carry out international
rules and regulations. In case of
a deadlock, under Dumbarton
Oaks agreement, the Philippines
favor the arrangement where the
questions referred to the general
assembly where a 3/4 vote can de
cide where the Security Council
cannot. They also wish to place
more power in the International
organization to see that it is em
powered to intervene in ANY sit
uation where there is an incipient
political growth whose mainten
ance might change the situation
of the world. Another Hitler for
example.
ECONOMIC SOCIAL
COUNCIL
Virata also stated that his dele
gation feels that the EconomicSocial Council, which now con
sists of a position under the Com
mittee of the General Assembly
should be more clearly defined and
organized. The organizational
paradox between the general eco
nomic-social and the special agen
cies need not exist in its present
confused form, but should be re
worked. Perhaps the stronger or
ganization, the Economic-Social
Council should become one of the
principle organs, directly from the
Charter of organization. In this
manner the special agencies could
be dissolved and set up imme
diately under the Economic-So
cial Council.
COMMUNITY OF PACIFIC
According to Virata, the ideal
istic Philippine president believed
wholeheartedly in the formation
of a Community of the Pacific
composed of all the nations bord
ering on the Pacific, including In
dia and the peninsular peoples.
These countries would have a cul
tural, economic and social under
standing. The Philippines con
template the inclusion of Japan in
the Conference at a future time,
aiding her in moral regeneration,
as well as economic regeneration
through trade. In this manner
they feel that we will be able to
For Your Man in the Service
a Logan Portrait Keeps You
Close to Him.

Logan
Camera Shop
20 N. San Joaquin Stret
Phone 2-2148
Since 1896 serving those who
want the best in portraiture,
frames, photo equipment.

nurse the Japanese back to moral
and social health as partners in a
social cooperation.
Virata stated that the Philip
pines do not expect perfection to
evolve from the Security Confer
ence in S. F. However, they feel
that anything, no matter how im
perfect, is a tribute to the sense'
of collaboration and cooperation
among countries. And that it will
eventually develop into something
better. When asked his opinion
concerning S. F. as a city he stat
ed, "It is one of the most beauti
ful little cities that I have ever
seen." He went on to say that
the people are very hospitable. He
pointed out that it is important to
the Philippines to be invited to
the Conference as it is the first
BIG conference in which they
have been recognized, and this
will aid in launching them in their
independence.

in the United States, and who
are at present representing their
networks at the World Security
Conference.
Mr. Foster's first introduction
went to Mr. George Moorad, War
Correspondent, who has just re
turned from Moscow, who gave
his impressions of the situation
in Russia in regards the Press.
His talk was "straight from the
shoulder" and gave a vivid ac
count of the present Russian sit
uation.
Next to be introduced was
Charles Hodges, veteran Mutual
news-broadcaster, who spoke on
the "free trade of ideas" and
gave an encouraging view of the
future collective security plans.

Page 3

News Analysis
(Continued from page 1)

the second AP flash of an uncon
ditional surrender, and the subse
quent happenings made the final
Mr. F. Orekhov and Mr. F.
Tuesday morning announcement Khomianin. public relations offi
quite matter-of-fact.
cials to the Russian delegation at
the San Francisco Security Con
PLANTED?
ference,
last Sunday In a personal
Pethaps, mind you, only per
haps, these false reports were ac interview conducted by Mary Flaa
tually encouraged by the concern and Earlene Waters released the
ed governments, if not "planted," following information as a special
so that when the confirmed an feature to the College of the Paci
nouncement was issued, it would fic.
come as an anti-climax, and the
At 11:30 a. m. on Sunday the
public would not go too far in Ukranlan and Belo-Russlan dele
celebrating, thus disrupting nor gation arrived in San Francisco to
mal intercourse. If so, their in take part in the seventh plenary
tentions were certainly carried session of the World Security Con
out
ference.
JAPAN
Chairman of the Ukranlan dele
Now with VE day, the focus of gation Is Dmitry Z. Manuilsky,
the war will shift to the Orient, with Ivan S. Senin, assistant
if it has not already. Soon, allied chairman, and Alexandre Paladin,
troops will be on the move east Vladimir G. Bondarchuk, Peter S.
ward to aid in the defeat of the Pogrebnyak, Nikolas N. PetrovJapanese, This has already be sky, and Aleksey Voina, secretary
gun with the clearance of Burma of the delegation.
by the British 14th Army, after
Head of the delegation people
three plus years of hard jungle for the Belo-Russian group is
fighting. Now with Rangoon, Kuzma V. Kiselen. He is aided
and its virtually undamagged har by Anton R. Zhebrak, Vladimir N.
bor, in allied hands, a British drive Pertzev, Frol P. Shmigov, secreeither to Singapore or across the | tary of the delegation, and George
base of the Malay Penninsula to I. Baidakov.
the sea in Indo-China is not out
of the question, in conjunction
with a US attack on the Chinese
coast and an offensive in the in
terior of China by Chiang's arm
ies. To quote Cato, "Nippon delenda est."

Bert Silan, N.B.C. newscaster,
who was the reporter, who hav
ing been imprisoned in the Santa
Tomas prison camp in the Philip
pines came on the air, after the
American invasion, with the fam
ous greeting to the outside world,
"As I was saying when I was so
rudely interrupted three years
ago," was the next speaker. He
spoke on the educational condi
tions in Santo Tomas, and told
of the concealed radio that was
in operation in the camp, all dur
ing the imprisonment.
Mr. Foster next introduced
James Abbe, world famous news
man, who has seen everything
and everybody who is worth see
ing in the world today. Mr. Abbe
introduced his daughter, Patience,
author of "Around the World in
11 years," and told of his experi POOR LITTLE WILLIE—
ences in news-gathering, photo Teacher: "Who can tell me what
graphy, and radio news-broad Shylock was?"
Willie (sitting in a draft): "Ac-1
casting.
Choo!"
The last of the speakers on the Teacher: "Correct."
program was John B. Hughes,
fained American news commenta
First Man: I'm from Missouri.
tor, who gave his views on the You gotta show me!
World Security Conference and
Second Man: "Well, I'm from
stressed the need for democratic Elgin. Watch me!"
ideals in the post-war world.

CANADIANS
CANADA: .. .Here were inter
viewed the members of the staff
of the Wartime Information
Board, headed by Mr. Dunton,
chairman. They remarked upon
the beauty and cleanliness of S. F.
as a city, stating that the people
are friendly from the Irish police
man on the corner to the girl be
hind the information desk and
the man at the wheel of a taxi.
Mr. Anderson, Canadian reporter,
stated that he liked S. F. best in
comparison to Washington, New
York, Boston, and Chicago. Alex
Inglis, correspondent for the
"London Times" was also intro
duced to the COP press women.
STATEMENT
RUSSIA: Mr. F. Orekhov and
Mr. F. Khomianin, public rela
tions officials of the Russian dele
gation, were interviewed, and
gave a special news release to the
students.
When asked if he would give a
statement to the press Mr. Ore Mr. Foster then turned the meet
khov stated, "Russians do not like ing back to John Lund, who con
statements, they like deeds." ^ A ducted the question period that
discussion and comparison of ended the Press Conference.
European and American educa
tion ended the interview.
LOST—
They laughed when I stood up
On Campus, a brown wallet
to sing—how was I to know I was If found please return to In
under the table?
formation Office or Nellygrace
Christie, West Hall.
Congressman: "And now, ladies
and Gentlemen, I wish to tax your
memory."
Voice from the audience: "Good
heavens, has it come to that?"

Telephone 6-6324

ORsrs
1910 Pacific Ave.
PASTRY A DELICATESSEN
Always Delicious
Always Ready
Oral's Ready-Cooked Foods
Open Evenings and Sundays

Quality Jewelers
•

I Watches Repaired :
One Week Service

Phone 5-5510

T H O M A S

Main and Sutter Sts.

Dancings fas;

JEWELRY STORE
524 E. Main Street
--***----------*****

SERVING PACIFIC

REFRESHMENTS
on the
CAMPUS

Operated by
ASSOCIATED WOMEN
STUDENTS
"WHERE YOU MEET
EVERYBODY"

Moke Decoration Doy a big
day . . . crowd in o week's
fun by having clothes that
make life a picnic! You'll
get a whole Summerful of
pleasure from these goy
fashions.

Rogers Jewelry Co.

Tobacco: A nauseating plant
consumed by only two creatures:
a large green worm and man; the
worm doesn't know any better.

THE CUB
HOUSE

RUSSIAN PRESS
OFFICIALS GIVE
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CLUSTER AWARDED LT. BEHRNS

Meet G. I. Tommy Tiger

The address of the week is that
of 1st Lt. Ralph L. Netzer
0-775105, A. A. F. Sqdn. 410, 94th
Bomb. Gp., A. P. 0. 559, c/o Post
master, New York, N Y. On Feb.
10, Ralph was shot down, made
a crash landing, was picked up
by the R. A. F. rescue crew, and
was taken into Brussels, Belgium.
On the 19th he was again shot
down and made a safe landing.
Then on the 26th of this same
month his crew was once more
shot down, this time losing their
plane and having to parachute to
safety. He was once more rescued
by the British and hospitalized
in Luxemuburg for 15 days. Re
cently Ralph received the promo
tion to 1st Pilot as well as to
1st Lt. and Squadron Leader.

William N. Belarus is awarded the 1st Oak Leaf Cluster to the
Distinguished Flying Cross by Lt. Col. Frank L. Dunn of San Antonio,
Texas, at a Tenth Air Force Base in Burma.
In the service for 38 months, 1st Lt. William N. Behrns has
spent the past 18 months in the China-India-Burma theatre as a
P-38 pilot with the noted "Red Gorilla" squadron. He is credited
with 103 missions during which he bagged two enemy planes and
was once shot down himself.
A former C.O.P. student, Bill also holds three Bronze Star
Medals, the 2nd Oak Leaf Cluster to the Air Medal and a Unit
Presidential Citation.

Jap Infiltration Is
Broken by Pacificite
Lt. (j. g.) Harold Walline, Vallejo, Calif., was one of three offi
cers in charge of a successful
breaking-up of an attempted Japa
nese infiltration on Iwo Jima re
cently.
The group of nineteen Marines
and one Navy officer are credited
with breaking the attempt and
saving valuable equipment on
Motoyama Airfield No. 2. The
group composes a special assault
signal company attached to a
Marine battalion on the front
lines.
The men were ordered to set
up outpost security for the batta
lion command post during the
night. Motoyama Airfield No. 2
was less than 50 yards away.
"About 5 a. m.," Lt. Walline said,
"a couple of the boys spotted a
Jap patrol slinking toward us.
There were two officers and four
enlisted men. We opened fire and
they took to the shell craters
where we exchanged fire with
them until dawn."
At dawn, the signalmen formed
a skirmish line and went after
the Japs.
"We could have called for in
fantry, but we wanted to finish
the job ourselves," Lt. Walline
said. "They fought back with
grenades and rifles, but we got
them without a casualty."
The Japs were armed with de
molition kits and obviously were
headed for the airfield where
equipment had been brought in
12 hours earlier to repair the
damaged runways and give Ameri
can planes a base 760 miles from
Tokyo.

MAJOR MARGARET BARTH

Returned to the states after
' Promoted to the rank of Major
in the Wacs is Grace Margaret serving many months in the Paci
Barth, a graduate from the col fic theatre of war is Marine Pri
lege of the Pacific in 1930. Pres vate First Class Cletus Raymond
ently assigned to Headquarters, Huweiler. While overseas, the
Army Airways Communications young Leatherneck was stationed
System, Asheville, N. C., Major at New Zealand and Hawaii. He
Barth served as a Wac recruiter also participated in the invasion
prior to entering the AACS in of Tarawa.
October 1943. Until July 1942,
Pete Spanos, who was captured
when she enlisted for the first last November, managed to escape
class of OCS for Wacs, Miss Bartli from the prison camp, where he
was a high school teacher and was being held, just two weeks
Dean of Girls at Sutter Union before the Yanks got there to
High School, Sutter, California. liberate our boys. Pete and his
Now she is the Staff Director in
AACS for approximately 1,000 grwwww •••••••••••• www vw
Wacs in domestic and foreign
Let's Meet at
wings.
The pilot of a B-24 Liberator
bomber, First Lieutenant Terry
Aton, has been awarded the Air
Medal for meritorious achieve
ment while participating in bom
bardment missions over enemy
territory from Oslo, Norway to
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Ploesti, Rumania.
Stationed in Atlanta, Georgia
3216 Pacific Ave.
and "looking mighty nice in her
uniform" is Spec. T/3 Betty Tener.

Exclusive Agents
for

GAIA-DELUCCHI

Sibley E. Bush

American and Channel

Phone 3-0604
2302 Pacific Ave.

For Men

—

REPAIRS

—

SUPPLIES

STOCKTON TYPEWRITER CO.
1

121 N. California St.
ruuuiuou wren j hmju/ uiuiuy uw

1

Phone 2-8514

BOB'S

CALIFORNIA;
btockton

Starts Sunday
"MUSIC FOR
MILLIONS"
Margaret O'Brien
Jose Iturbi
"NOTHING BUT
TROUBLE"
Laurel & Hardy

STUDIO

PORTRAITS — COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Caps and Gowns
Phone 2-9240
608 E. Main Street
lAoai-^St
Phone 2154

JP^T?i540

Plumbing With A Smile

MOST STYLES $10.50 up

•

MILLER-HAYS CO.

Typewriter Headquarters
RENTALS

14

1

Modesto
1011—10th St.
Phone 4592

Shell Products
Tire and Battery
Service

•

comrades were made to sleep out
side of the factory where they
worked, and it was because <
this that his escape yas facilitat
Some girls, while passing, man
aged to supply him with civilian
clothes a piece at a time unti'
the outfit was complete. La »[•
they formed a "chatting" circle
to conceal his transformation
from soldier to civilian. Then he
walked off with them until they
came to the woods where he hid
from the patrols sent out to hunt
for him when his absence was
detected. Later he met the first
American tanks and was sent
back to a hospital until it is possi
ble for his return home to be
completed.
Lt. Gayle Hoskins is now sta
tioned in New Guinea as a navi
gator on a B-24.

%7kot&

Shellubrication

GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS

The Distinguished Flying Cross
has been awarded to 1st Lt. Robert
L. Schoenborn, a P-47 fighter pilot
with the "Burma Banshees"—the
80th Fighter Group of Maj. Gen.
Howard C. Davidson's Tenth Air
Force. A former student at Stock
ton Junior College, Bob has been
stationed in the India-Burma the
ater for the past nine months.

.

LT. RALPH NETZER

Among those liberated from
prison camps in Germany was
Pfc. Don Raab, who is now re
cuperating in England prior to
the trip home. Don dropped down
to 115 pounds during his intern
ment.
Back from Iwo Jima is Lt.
Eugene Egbert with a cast on his
injured ankle. He brought the
news that Frank Cabrall was kill
ed in that campaign. Frank was
•here with the V-12 program.

:J .

Need we repeat that the news
of the closing of the Eurppean
phase of the war was the cause
of much mental rejoicing here at
Pacific in spite of the general
belief that any big celebrations
should be postponed until the
final and complete victory is
ours?
Recently graduated with top
honors from his communications
class at Boca Raton Army Air
Field, Florida, a' technical school
of the AAF Training Command,
is Cpl. Gordon L. Gwinn, a former
student at Stockton Junior Col
lege.
An Easter greeting from Lt.
Jack Jividen was, "This year I'm
laying the eggs!" Jay is in Italy
with the AAF.
After graduating from Okla
homa University, Bob Laughead
is now stationed at Pre-middie
School at Princeton.

Lt. John P. Weston of 1737 S. E.
32nd- Place, Portland, Ore., and
Miss Patricia E. Bellmer, 200 S.
Lake, Madera, Calif., were united
in marriage Tuesday, April 3, at
the East Chapel of Hobbs, New
Mexico, Army Air Field.
Stopping into the comptroller's
office to pay a call recently was
Lt. (jg) Walt Gilgert, who has
just returned from duty in the
south pacific. Glad to see you
back on leave for so long, Walt.
Showing up in the Deans' of
fices for a chat was Sgt. Wardell
J. Piccardo, who is now stationed
at Las Vegas, Nevada.
1st Lt. Asa Clark also stopped
in on leave. He is on his way to
Lincoln, Nebraska to pick up his
B-29 crew.
At the same time "Chet" Covey
(Lt. Charles Covey) stopped by
with the news that he is soon to
go into A.T.C.

a

By NORMA SPRAGUE

i% «i
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Serving College of the Pacific
127 E. MAIN STREET
and 9 N. HUNTER ST.

Association. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post
Over Tee Kay way we hear that
Office, Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Accept a dance is in the air for Saturday
ance lor mailing at special rate of postage provided for in Section 103, night. Well, have a good time kids,
O—'-c:
crjlhcrlzed October 24, 1924
hope you don't get lost on the hunt.*

Grant at Weber Avenue

Dial 2-0229

clfic Area. He
Oliver, Ruth M<
Medal for over 500 hours of flying j Vocal solos—Prof,
time as a waist gunner and flight
Candless
^•ineer aboard a TJherator
Flute-Wynne Honnal
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'HAWAII' THEME
AT FROSH HALL
LAST SATURDAY

Page 5

Engaged

"Hula Hale" was the theme of
the formal dance held at Fresh
man Hall last Saturday night The
theme was beautifully carried out
by garlands of flowers and leis.
At one end of the room was a
grassy bank which held a small
From the moment that Jean Erb made her entrance at the College
pool. Roses floated on the water
of Pacific, she has taken an active part in many things going on
and blue spots played on the scene.
around campus. Both in scholastic and extra-curricular activities
The walls were decked with tall
she has excelled herself; it is known that anything she goes in for
she does in a big way.
4
' bamboo shoots and the entrance
was formed by a bamboo screen
The announcement that she
draped with flowers.
was the 1945 Sweetheart of Lamb DICK JOHNSENThe bids were made of lauhala,
da Nu Phi came as a bigger shock
bark of the hala tree, which was
to her than it did to the members ELEANOR MILES
donated by Flora Beamer who
of the fraternity. When the ex
citement died down somewhat, TELL BETROTHAL had it sent from the Hawaiian Is
lands. On the cover of the bids
she was still the most surprised
Saturday night, at the Lambda wAs painted "Aloha" and a hibis
girl on the campus.
Jean Erb fills all of the require Nu Phi's Sweetheart Dance, the cus was painted in the corner.
ments for the Sweetheart and air was full of surprises. Yes, it Wrist'bands which were attached
EDNA MARIE BKAGHETTA
then some, and her winning per certainly was! At 11:15, Eleanor to the bids were made of paper
to resemble leis.
sonality, her charming smile and Miles and Dick Johnsen announc
The committees were as fol
appearance, and her great inter ed their engagement. Just after
Eng. Drawing Class
est in Lambda Nu Phi won for her the fraternity announced their lows: Decorations, Flora Beam
sweetheart,
Dick
announced
his.
er;
Refreshments,
Jean
Paganucthe distinguished position as the
The couple stood amidst red ci; Bids, Marianne Squire; Enter at Dr. Welch's Home
second in a long line of Sweet
and white roses to receive the con tainment, Marilyn Bishop; Pa
With a slide rule in one hand
hearts of the Fraternity.
an Engineering Drawing Hand
She graduated from Lowell high gratulations of their many friends trons, Beverly Baldrige; Music,
who were present
Wllma Talboy; Clean-up, Virgin Book in the other, Mr. Herbert E.
school in San Francisco in 1944,
Welch and Dave Honegger figur
ia Rhodes.
but it wasn't until the Spring
Eleanor is in her second year of
ed out that Dave consumed 201
term of 1945 that Jean came to college and a business major.
Patrons and patroneses were
cubic inches (1/10 of a cubic foot)
Pacific. The fact that in her first She comes from Wasco, Califor Mrs. Graham and Mr. and Mrs.
of waffles at one of Mr. Welch's
semester of college she was chos nia, where she graduated from Norman.
famous parties held at his home
en for such a coveted position Wasco Union High School. She
the other evening.
tends to prove that her beauty is active in the student "Y" and
This means that Dave ate eight
and charm have not gone unrec the college band.
waffles which are eight Inches in
Shower
Held
At
Dorm
ognized.
diameter and Yt inch thick. Bet
Dick is a graduating senior and
Miss Erb likes to swim and play
ty Manthey won second place eat
comes
from
Richmond,'
California,
For Mildred Eachus ing
tennis—a sport at which she is
seven waffles. They both
tops; and in keeping with her out where he graduated from Rich
broke the record of waffle eating
mond
Union
High
School.
He
is
A
crystal
shower
for
Mildred
door activities, Jeanny is one of
at the Welch's which until then
the strong points of the W.A.A. president of Lambda Nu Phi, and Eachus, Pacific graduate was giv had been held by Miss Beulah
en
at
a
breakfast
at
Women's
Hall
members
of
Pi
Kappa
Delta
and
Following her main interest,
Watson, former dean of women,
which is music, Jean sings in the Omega Phi Alpha fraternities. last Saturday morning. The tab who consumed six one evening.
les
were
beautifuly
decorated
with
After
graduation
he
plans
to
en
girls chorus and plays the piano
Chairman of the Waffle Party
Vir
for the enjoyment of her friends ter the hearware business in San bouquets of spring flowers.
was Marian Pace assisted by
ginia
James,
also
a
former
resi
Jose.
at Central Hall.
Caroylyn Davis. Mrs. Welch
dent at Women's Hall, was the
When any Lambda Nu Phi man
mixed the batter while Mr. Welch
Dick and Eleanor do not plan hostess.
of the future wants a description to be married for two years.
Invited guests were Mildred
of Jean Erb, the 1945 Sweetheart,
Eachus, Mother and sister of the
THIRD
FLOOR
he can read the first part of
honored guest, Mrs. Cole, Miss
Wordsworth's "She was a Phan
Knoles, Mrs. Hart, Mrs. Brady,
SCA Commission in
tom of Delight"—
Lois Butterfield, Carole Duttle,
"She was a Phanton of delight
Dorothee Law, Frances Hunt,
when first she gleamed upon Juvenile Hall Work
Marilou Routzen, Eleanor Miles,
my sight;
Genie Nance, Carolyn Larson,
A lovely Apparition, sent
Marion Culbertson is in charge
Virginia Malsbury, Phyllis Duval,
To be a movement's ornament;
of the SCA's work at the County
Lenore Gebbitt, Phyllis Sears, Kay
Her eyes as stars of twilight fair; Detention Home for Children.
Saunders,
Jeanette
Edinger,
Like Twilight's, too, her dusky Children at this hall are not juve
Louise Barton, Mary Jane Ryland,
hair;
nile delinquents but are held there
and Winonia Barber.
But all things else about her because of such reasons as broken
Mildred Eachus is engaged to
drawn
homes, accidents in the family,
Jim Cole, a member of the V-12
From May-time and the cheerful and disputes.
unit on campus.
Dawn
The children are cared for tem
A dancing Shape, an Image way
T antalizing
porarily at the hall and it has been
To haunt, to startle, and waylay."
the work of the Fellowship Com
STOCKTON'S
mission to provide recreation and
T wosome"
MOST INTERESTING
amusement for them. SCA peo
BOOK
STORE
Dr. Tribolet has been found to ple are working every Sunday
be a lover of animals. This was morning
0 teaching Sunday school
discovered by a student who was | classes for the children. The
OFFICE — SCHOOL
attempting to transport a noisy Fellowship Commission is making
and LEGAL SUPPLIES
$8.95
kitten by bus. Mr. Tribolet very plans to teach hand crafts, games,
helpfully held the kitten (an ex singing and other recreational ac
THRU
tremely loud-mouthed
animal tivities during weekdays at the
named Patty) on his lap trying to hall, and invites the aid of every
120 E. Main
Phone 7-7712
$14.95
one interested.
soothe the frightened beast.

Jean Erb, Central Hall Freshman
Chosen Lambda Nu Phi Sweetheart

Edna Marie Braghetta
Announces Betrothal
At Tau Gamma Mon.
It appears that Tau Gamma Is
having an epidemic, as another
engagement, that of Edna Marie
Braghetti to Bob Hoff. was an
nounced last Monday evening dur
ing the meeting.
The betrothal was revealed by
the traditional box of chocolates
presented to prexy Monty Rensberger by Jeanette Arbicore.
Edna Marie, a freshman stu
dent, is affiliated with Tau Gam
ma and Orega Nu sororities. She
is a graduate of St Mary's High
School, where she was a member
• if the Ree Club and the Junior
Guild. Miss Braghetti is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Braghetta of Stockton.
Mr. Robert J. Hoff (U.S.N.R.),
the benedict-elect, is attached
with the Naval Air Transport
Service in the bay area. He is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold R.
Hoff of Stockton.
No definite wedding date has
been set.

Mrs. Crosby Named
Secretary Here
Mrs. Ellen Crosby is the new
Science Department Secretary re
placing Miss Lucille Miller who
left Saturday. Mrs. Crosby is a
stranger to Stockton since she
came here only recently with her
husband who is with the A.T.C.
at Stockton Field.
acted as Chief Chef.
Guests who attended the affair
were Dave Honegger, Melvtn
Maylor. Robert Hutchinson, Rob
ert Osborne, Maurice Sobel, Rich
ard Hoff, Betty Manthey, Lyman
Burk, Juanita Bisseli, Richard
Ziegler, John Wirth, Richard Vignolo, Arthur Tener and Frank
Hell man.

Animal Lover

QUINN'S

RALPH D. CRAMER
DEPENDABLE JEWELER
2032 PACIFIC AVE.
PHONE 4-4206
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

" F E L L A S"
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE

A snug fitting jacket with a figureflattering peplum, eyelet embroiderytrimmed, atop a paneled skirt!
Butcher Lyn Spun Rayon in Jet Block
with Ice Pink, Summer Sky Blue, or
Green Frost. Sizes 9 to 15.

COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
Phone 2-6550

AS FEATURED IN MADEMOISELLE

I
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DIAMOND DEMON

Bengal Tigers Toss
Fresno for 7th Win
College of the Pacific's Bengal Tiger baseball nine-won its sixth
and seventh consecutive victories last Friday and Saturday when
they trounced Fresno State College in their two game series, 10-1 and

n-i.

As the mid season of spring
sports is passed the SPORTLITE
grins with satisfaction. It is na
turally happy about the splendid
showing of the baseball, tennis,
swimming an dtrack teams. But
the weekly nod is to the Tiger and
Tigress sport fans.
TOMMY TIGERS

'Tommy and Tillie Tiger really
did themselves proud this week
end. They supported both of the
home sporting events in admir
able fashion. It is really inspira
tional to see college fans out sup
porting their teams—it was al
most like pre-war days. Perhaps
it was the advent of VE day that
caused this athletic metamorpho
sis, but no matter what the rea
son, Pacific students were behind

same line with Oestreich's pitch
ing featuring the event. "Ace"
struck out twelve Fresno batters,
walking three, and giving up four
hits. Pacific again played un
beatable ball, making eleven runs
from nine hits. Segale collected
three of the hits in four times to
FRIDAY'S GAME
bat, leading the hitting for the
Roberts pitched the entire game
day.
for COP on Friday, giving out
five hits and striking out nine CREDIT DUE
players. He allowed no walks.
Seven consecutive victories in
Added to this excellent tossing
was the errorless support of a red cluding a win over University of
California is an enviable record
hot ball club.
Pacific's hitting was outstand for any team, especially a team
ing with Camicia collecting a that started the season from
single, double, and a triple at five scratch with no veterans left from
times to bat. Harris also took last year. The College of the Pa
three hits from five tries. Fres cific's baseball team and Coach
no State's Tritten allowed ten Larry Siemering deserve a great
hits, which were each turned into deal of credit for the fine showing
that they have made this season.
score.
Pacific's next game is with
SATURDAY'S GAME
Saturday's game was along the Stockton Field next Wednesday.

Fresno wasn't in the same class
as Pacific in either of these games,
Pacific playing heads up ball from
start to finish and letting Fresno
know from the very first inning
that they were out to win and
would not compromise in any way.

By ARN BEISSER

FRANK BOYLE, pitcher and third baseman for Tiger nine

their teams.

COP Track and Field Team Win;
It is difficult to recognize the
full benefit of team support. Edwards, Kring Break Records
GIVE SUPPORT

From the players standpoint, it's
great to be appreciated. When
the player does something right it
is elevating to know that someone
else knows it.
The players work hard, the
coaches work hard and if the stu
dents work hard the triumvirate
is complete. Pacific teams are
outstanding and their coaches are.
Certainly their rooting should be.
Last week's support was strong,
let's keep it up! Let's cheer the

Pacific's track and field squads
took first place at Vernalis, Pa the low hurdles and his fourth in
cific rolled up a total of 32 points. the broad jump. Bob has consis
Their nearest competitor was In tently been Pacific's big point
dian Springs, Las Vegas, Nevada, getter and can be counted on for
which made a total of 29 points. his share no matter the competi
tion.
COMPETITION
Pacific's next meet will be right
The teams that competed were here in Baxter Stadium Friday,
as follows: Intercollegiate: Col May 11. This will be an invita
lege of Pacific, San Francisco tional meet. Come and see your
Olympic Club, San Jose State Col stars in action.
lege, Modesto Junior College;
Tigers on to victory!
Service teams: N.A.S. Livermore,
TRACKSTERS
Merced Army Air Field, Indean
Springs
A.A.F., Nevada, and M.
Away from home where the
supporting cheers could not be A. S. Vernalis.
heard, the Tiger tracksters grab KRING AND EDWARDS
bed the team title at the Vernalis
Ray Kring broke the standing
Relays . . . Helen Graham, the
meet record of 11' in the pole
only girl in school with gills, hung
vault with a vault of 13' 1 3/4",
Intramurals have been going at
up another title in the Westbay
while Don Edwards set a new a red hot pace for the past few
Swim 100 yard event . . . Tom
meet record in the discus event weeks with speedball the first
Mclnerney says he won't play
with
a throw of 119'. The meet
football this year unless that of
game to be played.
record
was 117' 9%."
The barracks teams have been
ten mentioned campus sportsman
.The times and places taken by given various names, which are
"Bud" Weiser is allowed to play
Pacific men are as follows: 440 as follows: Co. I, Platoon I; Pop's
too.
yard run, Rex McVicker, 3rd Wildmen; Co. I, Pit. II, Giants;
place, time 52.2 sees; 880 yard Co. I, Pit. Ill, Sad Sacks; Co. II,
run, Blake, 3rd place, time 2 min. Pit. I, Passion Flowers; Co. II,
SOFTBALL GAMES 7.5 sees.; 2 mile run, Bradley, 2nd Pit. II, Medics; Co. II, Pit. Ill,
place, time 11 min. 17 sees.; high Little Tigers.
ARE SCHEDULED hurdles,
Innis, 2nd place, time
Many fast, hard games of speed15.2 sees.; low hurdles, Innis, 3rd ball have been played on the girls'
FOR W. A. A.
time, 25.2 sees.; Meyers was 4th in practice field next to Women's
With the close of the volleyball the low hurdles; pole vault, Kring, Hall. When the dust of battle
contests, the softball tournament 13' 1 3/4"; discus, Edwards, 119' cleared away, the following re
will begin Monday among all the shot put, Mahlsted, 3rd place, 36' sults were disclosed:
11"; broad jump, Innis, 4th; relay,
women's living groups. The var Meyer, Ziegler, Bradley, McVick
Lost
Pet.
Won
Team—
ious houses are asked to choose er, 1st place, time, 1 min., 36.5
.800
1
4
.800
1
4
captains and team members be sees.
.600
2
3
fore this time.
NOTED ATHLETES PRESENT
.400
3
2
Some of the noted athletes who Pas. Flowers.. 2
TENNIS AND ARCHERY
.400
3
attended the meet were Greene, Little Ti
.000
5
..
0
TJie W.A.A. also announces that Gordon, and Wingo. Greene was
The
tie
between
the
Sad
Sacks
the tennis matches and archery a U.S.C. man who holds the
will continue until June 1st. worlds record in the high school and Medics was played off Mon
There is still time to sign up for jump, with a jump of 6'7V He day afternoon with the Sad Sacks
coming out ahead 26-4, under the
participation.
jumped 6'2%" Saturday. Gordon leadership of Captain Sam HacThose girls interested in arch was Olympic Broad Jump Champ.
ery, but who are unable to attend Wingo, is from Wayne University kett. The Medics was the only
practice on Tuesday and Thurs in Detroit, where he was a dash team to have beaten the Sad Sacks
during the play-offs.
day at 4:30 are asked to see Dor star.
Members of the Sad Sacks in
is Marsh, chairman, to make ar
clude Lewis, Russell, King, Harty,
rangements for another time. The INNES HIGH MAN
Bob Innes was high point man Burns, Knapp, Neilson, Naylor,
W.A.A. hopes to enter C.O.P. in
for
Pacific with his second place Stein, Sandlin, Creeley, Hutchin
the National Telegraphic Meet
in the high hurdles, his third in son, and Hackett
held the last of May.

Sad Sacks Walk
Away With Navy
Speedball Game

Over Tee Kay way we hear that
* Association. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post
Office, Stockton, California, under the Act o4 March 3, 1879. Accept a dance is in the air for Saturday
ance for mailing at special rate of postage provided lor m Section 103, night. Well, have a good time kids,
q-'-'-c- ?, 19!7, cj'hcrlzed October 24, 1924
hope vou don't get lost on the hunt!
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B.V. D.

ALL-WOOL

Swim Trunks

$3.95

to

$5.00

Here's your favorite type of swim trunk made
from fine-quality all-wool by B.V.D. Soft, quickdrying. Cut for comfort, with trim, athletic lines.
Has ruggedly-constructed belt, oversize tailored
and lined pocket. Built-in support. Handsome
subdued pattern—in a choice of favorite colors.

•Reg O S, Pat. OB.

BwV5 sMsKIISM!
for men— for boys

112-317

CAST

MAIN S T R E E T

ciflc Area. He also received the .Air; ».™.i
—
Medal for over 500 hours of flying
Vocal solos—Prof. Oliver,
time as a waist gunner and flight,
Candless
^.jeer aboard a liberator
I Flute—Wynne Honnald
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Weekly Reporter MORE ABOUT HIGH SCHOOL SPEECH MEET AT C.O.P.
(Continued from page 1)
1 Interviews a
| teen. Each team took part in six for a classical or semi-classical
our Declamation, Charles Metten non-eliminating rounds, alternat musical program.
of Santa Rosa; Dramatic Decla ing from affirmative to negative. Subjects for the extemponanFuture Nurse
mation, Charles Metten; Orator I At the end of the sixth round the eous speeches were based on Am
By BEN HOLT
Of course the big news around
the Tiger-pit wah and still is the
crowning of Jean Erb as Lambda
Nu Phi's Sweetheart and the an
nouncement of Elie Mile's engage
ment to Lambda Nu's president
Dick Johnsen. The latter came
as a complete surprise to all of
us, but when all's said and done,
everybody was highly pleased
with the entire set-up.
D. J- BLAKE
We tried to get a statement
from D. Jefferson Blake, the luck
iest fellow on campus for he took
Jean Erb to the Sweetheart
Dance; but as yet we haven't been
able to contact him. Don is still
floating on a cloud somewhere be
tween here and the moon, spout
ing and babbling little incoherent
phrases that sound vaguely like
Foster's "Jeanie with the Light
Brown Hair" and other such
charming ditties and sweet noth
ings. Of course, in all fairness,
we must admit he has got some
thing there!!!

Pacific is preparing people for
a wide variety of occupations but
perhaps no other is so currently
vital as nursing. At present, a
college background is not a re
quisite but nurses agree that a
liberal education is a marked as
set to the work.
Piquant, energetic Alice Car
man is one Pacific student who
has chosen nursing as a career.
During a recent interview with
Miss Carman at Women's Hall,
this reporter learned that her in
terest in nursing is a development
of one of her first childhood de
sires, which was to help people.
Helping people to stay healthy
is going to be her way of express
ing that original but enrichened
childhood dream. When I asked
her why she chose nursing, Alice,
without hesitation, replied that in
this field she would be " . . doing
the most practical work for oth
ers that I can." Confident that I
had snared a blind idealist, I
now launched The Question: "but
what, Alice, will be the reward of
such devotion?" There was a
pause. I watched her closely.
"Its the personal satisfaction,"
she said, and her words held a
warmth I'd forgotten. Her eyes
twinkled. "And it is very help
ful in family life too," said Alice.
As she left, I decided that some
day in the future I am definitely
going to require hospital atten
tion.

CREDIT TO MORRILL
A lot of the credit for the suc
cess of the dance goes to Wayne
Morill and his fine orchestra As
those who were there will admit,
the music was excellent. His vo
calist, Donna Perrott, had a lot to
do with the success, but her sing Campus Day.
ing could put any band over in a
The date again is May 19. The
big way.
time is 9:30-12:00 midnight. All
students and faculty of C.O.P.
ENGAGEMENT
Eleanor Miles' engagement to and SJC are invited. The cost
Dick Johnsen came as a complete for the day is nothing, and a good
surprise to everyone. Many of time will be had by all.
The Freshman and Sophomore
us had strong suspicions regard
Classes
are sponsoring the dance
ing the matter, but we didn't
think it was coming so soon. to be held following the events
When the truth came out, it was during the day of the annual Playdiscovered that Dick and Elie had day, May 19. In accordance with
been engaged since the first part the day time activities there will
of April. We all wish them the be no admittance charge and it is
for everybody, Junior and Senior
best of everything.
College students both. P.S.A.
BE WISE AND SIMONIZE
cards
will not be required.
Thanks to Lymie Burk and Don
The
dance which will begin at
Blake, Don Noble's car is the shin
8:30 Saturday evening, will have
iest job on campus. Last Sun
day these two big business boys "Spring Fever" as the theme.
went in to the auto-polishing busi
ness. Strangely enough, they do Dr. T. Z. Koo Speaks
a wonderful job. The boys will
(Continued from page 1)
be very glad to listen to any of
fers, and they give pin-money unconsciously gave his listeners
terms on any job. Office hours a vivid picture of the misery theare anytime you can find them. Chinese people have gone through
when he said the flute was the
Pacific Campus Day one personal thing the Japanese
didn't take from him, and since
(Continued from page 1)
he hadn't been allowed to speak
sitting or squating will be the ap out otherwise, he said what was
propriate position. After chow in his heart by playing his flute.
Secretary of the World Student
there will be entertainment.
Christian Federation, he was
POOL OPEN
The swimming pool, as well as chosen for the United Nations
the other courts and fields, will be Conference because of his broad
open for play in the afternoon so background in international af
everyone should bring swim suits. fairs. To a query in an informal
The main attractions of the after discussion period as to why Chin
noon are a tennis match and a ese Christian students didnd't give
Softball game between the navy up after so many years of bomb
ings and other heart-breaking ex
and the civilian students.
periences, Dr. Koo exclaimed, "No
GYM DANCING
When the play comes to a halt one there thinks of giving up. If
approximately at 5:30, everyone they gave up, there would be no
will go back to his living quarters hope of freedom."
The speaker spoke of the pos
and "deck out" for the dance in
sibility
of remaining in America
the gym that evening from 8:1512:00. There will be a band at until next spring, going on speak
the dance. The theme for the ing tours and doing church work.
dance will be along the line of the His family is still in Shanghai.

ical Declamation, Lee Falk from team with the best accumulative erica's foreign policy, each stu
Lowell High School; Original Ora | record was prouounced the win dent being given a choice of three
tory, Ed Farrell of Santa Rosa. ner.
topics to speak upon and an hour
Second place in debating consisted
of
preparation. There was no
Four general classes of Indivi
of a thee-way tie between a team dual competition were the ex limitation on choice of subject
from Lowell High School and two temporaneous, original oratory, jmatter for the original oratory
Ripon High School teams. Ernest Radio speaking, and the Declama i contest, no oration could exceed
Polatti, former C.O.P. debater, is tion contests—oratorical, humor 1200 words. Contestants were ar
ranged in groups of five to seven
the debate coach at Ripon.
ous,' dramatic.
! being regrouped after each round.
Speech students from classes
For the radio speaking contest
The declamation or interpreta
of McCall, Betz, and Brown were
judges of the tournament, one each speaker was given a press tive reading contest gave students
judge also being provided from release an hour prior to the time a chance to read printed speeches,
of his appearance, the time to be excerpts, or pieces of literature,
each contesting high school.
Debating centered around the used to rewrite and prepare the 1 each being at least seven minutes
question Resolved: That the vot material. Also each contestant and not over ten minutes in
ing age should be lowered to eigh- read a previously prepared script length.
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T H E B O O K SHELF

W A R IS HELL!'

Sunday, May 13, 1945
"War is Hell", so stated Gen. Sherman in a letter to
By NANCY DEMING
Speaker: President
Tully C.
Gen. Steele. Yes, war takes away a lot of things that can t
Living in the midst of the most
Knoles.
be helped and it has a way of taking the high spirit away momentous and catastrophic per Music: Chapel Choir.
from people when it shouldn't. I'm referring to the school iod in the history of the civilized
Tuesday, May 15, 1945
world and with our tempo of liv Speaker: Dr. Buell Gallagher,
spirit here at C. 0. P.
professor of Christianity and
ing accelerated to that of the lat
LACK OF SPIRIT
Economics at Pacific School
A lot of students go around griping about the lack ot est radio bulletin we find it diffi
of Religion in Berkeley.
school spirit when, often times, these people are the ones cult for us not to regard books as
something superfluous and futile. Theme: "Four Pathways to Real
who wouldn't wear their orange ribbons or 'dinks' for Frosh However if we wish to evaluate,
ity."
initiation. Then there are those who say there is never any even to a slight degree, the por- Music: A Cappella Choir
thing doing on the campus, yet they will pack their grips tentious events of th epresent and
"Crucifixus" from the B Mi
nor Mass by Bach.
and go home every week-end, and if they hear that the week what they presage for the future
end hop was a flop, they will say, "Sure, just like I said, no we should be familiar with certain
school spirit." Did it occur to them to stay here and help background materials. It is with
this thought that we indicate two
make it a success? Of course not—they want their school truly significant books. Also as
to have a swell spirit but they don't want to help.
a sedative for "news nerves" we
include one that is just fun and
TRADITION IMPORTANT
Our memories of college are built on tradition and nonsense.
By Earlene Waters and Mary Flaa Flaa doesn't know how to open
school spirit of our Alma Mater and even though we are "I Write As I Please," Walter 5:30 a.m. Stockton clear as a door. Waters finds handle. Pushes.
attending school on a war-time basis, co-operation of all Duranty. This book was publish bell. Looks like a good day from Find places at luncheon. Move
ed in 1936 so if you read by copy
students would help bring tradition back. Tradition is what right date, pass it up. Neverthe what you can see of it . . . 6:45 from that place to front table.
am. Grab cab, Ask driver if he Feel professional amid dewy eyed
you make of it, it can't stand alone.
less it remains the most thorough
can make bus station in 3 minutes. Oakley high school representa
It is too bad that all students of C. O. P. and S. J. C. ly informative book on the over
He says, "Lady, you don't know tives. Enjoy luncheon and speak
don't have the school spirit and the longing for returned tra throw of the White Russians and what you're asking for." . . • Gets ers. 1.30 . . . Laugh at James Abbe.
ditions as have the Lambda Nu Phis, the fellas of Men's Hall the beginnings of the Soviet Un us there in two. Knock off cup Drool over John B. Hughes and
ion. Mr. Duranty lived through
McLeish .3:30 . . Leave confer
Annex and others.
al of this and presents intimate of coffee. Fall into bus at 7:20. ence. Head for Sir Frances Drake.
Lovely
ride
through
asparagras
BE ABLE TO FORGET
portraits of Stalin, Lenin, Trot
Get cold feet on 20th floor look
Don't take me wrong, I realize it is hard when we are sky—in fact "he wrote as he patches and assorted Marsh Creek ing for the Guatamalans. Decide
attending school on a war-time basis; but if school spirit pleased" so frankly that it caus scenery.
on St. Francis once more.
was brought to the limelight instead of being left in Bax ed the death of several persons HUNTING
ter Stadium with the memories of football, then we might mentioned in his narrative. He Make S. F. 10:30. Decide on FRENCH
has sensed the stoical, fatalistic breakfast at "Golden Pheasant."
3:45. Approach Chilean delega
be able to forget for awhile that "War is Hell".
Russian philosophy and, what is Eagerly eye delegates and try tion in room 957. Get cold feet.
By S. Sweeney
more important to us now, he has
Ride up and down elevators five

COP Reporters Review Invasion
Of S. F. Security Conference

professionally bored look. No ef
pictured the Russians as victors fect on either delegates or us .
minutes. Decide to tackle Frenc1
and how they react and what they 11:30. Gross street to St. Francis Follow uniquely dressed French
are liable to do. His skillful pen, on lookout for important people. sailor. Ask for statement. He says,
Europe becomes sane again. Her people begin to re with a flair for dramatic incident, See two Russian soldiers striding "Don't you know it's Sunday?",
has documented faithfully, the
in French, of course. Waters hav
move the debris of the mechanized monsters and to moisten economic, social and spiritual in the opposite direction. Start ing had one year of hi school
to follow. Decide not our type.
the scorched earth. They are too weary to grieve and too birth of a great nation. If your
French translates for us . .. Bump
numb to smile. Amid the victors and the vanquished reigns knowledge of Russian has been MYSTERY MAN
into French Five Star General
quiet chaos, for this Europe can neither feed nor clothe nor limited to a plate of cold Borscht 11:17. Get list of delegation Gerande. He pushes us aside with,
or the Volga Boatman you will room numbers from Conference "No more autographs, please."
shelter her disorganized millions.
gain much from this book.
information booth. Make for ele Decide Russians our meat.
Civilian relief has become a personal affair. We desire
"China To Me," Emily Hahn. vators in big rush. Little man in
a just peace but we know that there can be no peace so She describes this as "a partial slouch hat, glasses, ankle length 4:07. Enter Russian delegation
and ask for Molotov. NOT IN!
long as people fight or starve. And the people of Europe autobiography" which immediate overcoat, stealthfully asks in Chat with Orekhov and Khomianare fighting among themselves and they are starving. Un ly will cause an anticipatory quiv stage whisper, QUOTE 'Have your in. Invite them to C.O.P. Discuss *
er in the ranks of the front porch reservations, yet? UNQUOTE. No, education. Decide we're getting
less we help them, they will either revolt or perish.
To provide emergency relief in all areas, the Allied rocking chair set. Emily's alleg we say, not knowing what he's off easy with only 4 years in col
edly unregimented life has pro
nations have welded men and materials together into duced so much eyebrow lifting talking about. Well, says he, I lege compared to European sy
heard you say that you were
UNRRA (United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Admin that the book should prove a great from the College of the Pacific. stem of almost a century.
HOSPITALITY
istration). UNRRA welfare teams are in action in critical boon to the morbidly curious. (Waters, aside to Flaa, "Nosey 4:45. On to the Canadians. Press
areas in a determined effort to relieve the suffering people However it is much more than bub isn't he?") "You better get room door open. Lights on. Radio
of Europe. Distributing food, clothing, and medicine, and that. So many people have gone up to the Press Club and get your blasting. Nobody home. Decide to
guiding displaced persons to their homes or to shelter is to China and then attempted to reservation before somebody else wait. Walk in. Make selves at
chronicle their experiences that
the immediate task of these relief workers. If we want a we are prone to look upon any jumps your claim." Off we go, home. Canadians come back. Give
cursing the little man for plot
peaceful Europe we will back UNRRA's teams with every such work with apathy and sus to scoop WEEKLY on delegate us spy-catching look. We explain
presence. Sit down. Chat. Treated
surplus item of food and clothing we can spare in forth picion. In the main they are par interviews.
royaly. Meet correspondent o
coming relief drives. We must declare personal war on roting what the Chinese wanted
London Times.
them to se and hear. Not so PRESS CLUB?
starvation.
5:20. Decide on Philippine dele
11:30. Flaa, native San Francis
with Emily. She moved into the
gation next. Greeted warmly. Re
—P. BROZ
Chinese quarter and lived with can, says Press Club right up hill. ceived intelligent interview. Inter
them. She knows China from Waters agrees. Get to Press Club. viewee at C.O.P. on tour last y ear.
Lotus blossoms to bandits.
Her See large "O" with wings on
6:00. Bus leaves at seven. Decide
experiences with the Soong sis front. "I'm not so sure," says on "Shadows" for chow. Hail cab.
ters reveal the way the new China Flaa. "Oh, it must be, says Waters.
Arrive at "Shadows." Too crow is thinking. At the same time "Theres a bust of William Lloyd ed. Go to bus station. Have Grey
she is ever mindful of the fact Harrison, journalist. (???) Enter
hound special ham salad sandwic
which we all must realize, that no lobby. Men everywhere . . . Ask
and stale chocolate cake for din*
Nancy Kaiser, Business Manager one can predict the future of bell boy where luncheon is? What
Earlene Waters, Editor
ner. Eager Flaa first on bus. Tireo
China until we can measure the luncheon? says he. This is the
Waters gets on later. Take Ua Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific
fundamental honesty of the Chin Olympic Club. Beat blushing re
land, Walnut Creek, Concord,
Student Association. Entered as second-class matter October 24, ese mind. A nation on one hand
treat!
Antiock, Pittsburg, Port Chicag .
1924, at the Post Office, Stockton, California, under the Act of March serene, spiritual and poetic and
Oakley, Brentwood, Borden Jm
BIG-WIGS
3,1879.
on the other conniving and thor
11:45. Finally find Press Club. tion route. Hit Stockton 10:55 .. ••
oughly unmoral. Miss Hahn's
Enter elevator. Get to third floor. Fight for cab. Get to college
•
facts are cleverly concealed by a
Tonite we're taking our one nig
EDITORIAL BOARD
gay, carefree but completely dis
...Executive Editor passionate style and there is a dreds of them. Mr. Cerf must campus.
Art Carfagni
—Associate Editor full measure of fun in the book know all the bartenders and trav
Iris Scribner
Society Editor to soften the serious note. This eling salesmen in the world, as
Mary Flaa
Sports Editor book should be read because, they are the two most prolific
Gordon Hackett
News Editor when the dust has settled on our sources of the type of story he
June Ann HoffmanBecause the Y.M.I, picnic vV '
Art Editor International situation, inscrut tells. Page upon page of rolickBob McKim
Feature Editor able China will remain as the un ing anecdote. With this book was to have been ^disP°being
Norma Sprague
Drama Editor known quantity and we may nev he becomes our modern Joe Mil with the Newman Club
Roger Starr.
...Exchange Editor er know whether she is laughing ler. He even includes several held May 13, Mothers Day,
Peggy O'Connor
al,but the farmer's daughter. For man Club members will no'
with us or at us.
BUSINESS STAFF
"Try and Stop Me," Bennett a good tonic for yourself or a cipate as was originally P
Nancy Deming
Assistant Business Manager Cerf. Now let's take down our swell gift for a service man, this Indefinite plans are being
for a later picnic, however.
Jimmie Yocum.
Associate Business Manager hair for a good laugh, in fact hun- is the book.

IN THE WAKE OF WAR

Y. M. I. Picnic
Is Postponed
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Over Tee Kay way we hear that cific Area. He also received the Air Vocal solos—Prof. Oliver, Ruth
Lsociation. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post
a
dance is in the air for Saturday Medal for over 500 hours of flying
)ffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879. AoceptCandless
uce tor mailing at special rate of postage provided for in Section 103, night. Well, have a good time kids, time as a waist gunner and flight Flute—Wynne Honnald
ft boa rd ft Llhorator
~
1917, cc'kcrized October 24, 1924.
!1 hope you don't get lost on the hunt!
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